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future warranty. All Rights Reserved. The Explorer has a very well-established record of
expensive transmission failure at under k miles. Adding insult to injury, the Explorer also has a
massive problem with the rear panel cracking. While it's a minor annoyance compared to
transmission failure, ironically the crack usually goes right through the Ford logo. Just wanted
to add in another cracked rear door panel. Just looked at it one day and there it was! Simply
reporting. Ford is full of annoying problems that add up to substantial costs. Transmission

failure at 80, miles 2. Blown engine due to overheating as plastic thermostat enclosure warps
and fails with time. Wheel bearings fail at low mileage. Rear panel below glass cracks. There is a
crack on the rear hatch that runs from the bottom of the glass to the next panel. It goes right
beside the Ford logo. My car looks like new except for the crack on the hatch. In the winter it is
more noticeable due to the cold and in the summer. Every Explorer that has the same design as
mine has a crack on their hatch. Panel cracked on a cold winter day and I heard it crack when it
did it. Nothing impacted the vehicle such as a collision nor did it come from slamming the panel
shut. It came as I was driving down a smooth, paved roadway. I had considered replacing the
panel but from reading around in a number of forums found out that the replacement panels are
the same thing as the old panels and they will crack as well - thus not worth the cost. A lot of
photos are shown online of cracked plastic panels on the Explorer tailgates. The whole
assembly is lightweight and frail. Eight hours on a corrugated dirt road would probably destroy
both upper tailgate hinges and the glass. They are not strong enough for an SUV. Ford should
have recalled all of them and replaced with a more substantial window. My Explorer had a
full-width crack in the rear tailgate plastic panel. I fixed the crack with RapidFix glue, made by
Boss products in Michigan. It was done without disassembly, in about 5 minutes. It was less of
a problem than gluing my Nike sandals; which I did straight after. It is waterproof, and looks
very durable. I am sending this to your information bank because I do not seem to be able to
access the Explorer Forum. It may be better to remove the panel and fix both sides but the job
can be done without that. I did abrade the crack slightly and rubbed the sides of the crack with
wet-or-dry paper, but that's all. It is worth a try for owners of Explorers with multiple cracked
tailgate panels. I have forgotten the name of the plastic used to make the panel but that
RapidFix glue will stick it. Just do not leave your fingers on the area you are gluing or the
emergency boys will be cutting the panel to take you away to get unglued. Quite a few retail
outlets stock that glue, and I would recommend it. According to the RapidFix instruction video
you can stab your radiator hose and then glue it, and it will hold under pressure. Or glue your
radiator hole, coolant bottle hole, or water pump housing. Ford are not going to fix their
tailgates, so people should be able to access a cheap means of repair. I hope you can give this
message out to Explorer owners. I have no connection with the people of Boss Products except
that I have some of that glue on my fingernails for a while. I have a ford explorer and the back
liftgate is cracking and it is getting worse. This make my whole truck look horrible. I would like
to get it fixed. The plastic panel, under the lift gate window cracked, due to temperature change.
This allowed moisture in and caused the latch to stick closed. When the Explorer was bought
used in the cracks that are common in this panel did not exist. We purposely did not open the
glass part of the lift gate to avoid cracking it. Eventually it cracked on its own just from opening
the full tailgate. The interior lights came on as a result. This drained my battery in this summers
heat. I had to purchase a new battery. To avoid this battery issue from happening again, I rigged
the lift gate latch with zip ties through the holes to temporarily hold the lift gate shut. It won't
hold long like this so I need to fix the attachment parts that rusted behind the glass and then the
colored cover panel that is now badly cracked, The cracking of this very poorly designed and
poor material choice part let water in behind it after cracking. This caused rust of the latch
attachment studs. Ford's issuance of VSB's about this issue are proof they were aware and
should still be on the hook for such poor design of this widespread tailgate issue that is a safety
concern. Seems this is a problem reported by a lot of owners but Ford has done nothing to
address this problem. Devalues your vehicle due to there bad qc control issues. Waiting on a
recall. The crack in the panel below the rear window occurred in Dec. The car was 10 years old
by then. I thought I had simply closed the window gate too hard and it cracked because of that.
Then I started noticing at least one Explorer everyday with the same crack. It seems to me that
Ford should be replacing the panels. I have seen many Ford Explorers with this same issue. I
don't understand why Ford won't fix this issue it is clearly a defect on all Explorers. Looks like a
common problem but Ford refuses to acknowledge issue. Very expensive to fix and it re-occurs
after fixing. The crack around the back emblem started in and is completely around the
emblem!! Every Ford Explorer I've seen seems to have this same issue and apparently due to
poor manufacturing in that particular area!!! Ford needs to recall and fix this!!!! Called Ford
Motor about the Explorer, all I got was that they would "note it" for reference and transferred me
to my local dealer. Talked to a very nice service rep who tried to get Ford to fix it. A very well
known fact that Ford knows about from the beginning and just refused to fix it. This was
cracked when I got vehicle. The lift gate cracked about a year ago on my Explorer. I have a
friend whose also cracked. I posted on facebook today about it, and there are about 30 people
commented that their Ford Explorer liftgate cracked also. This seems to be a problem that Ford
needs to correct. No reason for the body of any vehicle to crack like this. If you have a for-profit
service, contact us. Ask
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your Ford dealer. Most Common Solutions: waiting for Ford to recall reports not sure reports
replace panel reports possible class action lawsuit 63 reports call Ford motor company 27
reports do not buy Ford again 25 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites Ford Explorer Lift Gate Applique
- You can purchase the rear panel applique to fix this problem from fordpartswebsite. Cracked
Ford Explores - Visit and join this Facebook group for an additional site where you can tell Ford
about this annoying problem. Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your
area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Ford Focus ignition Ford Explorer
transmission engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint
defect Explorer recall. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

